The complete available spectral features (iine-by-line, or LBL) of the water vapor molecule in the solar spectrum and a precise treatment of particulate scattering are employed to obtain and analyze the solar radiative fluxes and heating rates in plane-parallel, vertically inhomogeneous model atmospheres containing vapor only, water cloud only, and vapor-plus-cloud present simult:rneously. These studies are part of the Intercomparison of Radiation Codes in Climate Models (ICRCCM) project and constitute useful benchmark computations against which results from simpler l"adiation algorithms can be compared. The "exact" solution of the radiative transfer equation for cloudly atmospheres with the cloud in a single model layer consumes an exorbitant amount of computationall resources (-100 hours on a Cyber 205). Two other techniques that are considerably more economic:" are also investigated. These techniques, too, are based on the LBL spectral features of the H2O molecule but consist of an approximation in either the vapor optical depth or in the multiple-scattering Iprocess. 'rhe technique involving the "binning" of the vapor optical depths yields extremely accurate fluxes ami heating rates for both the vapor and vapor-plus-cloud cases; in particular, it is a practical aJternativc, for obtaining benchmark solutions to the solar radiative transfer in overcast atmospheres (.3.8 hours). In contrast, the multiple-scattering approximation technique does not yield precise results; however, considering its computational efficiency (0.5 hours), it offers a rapid means to obtain a first-order approximation of the spectrally integrated quantities. The analyses of the alternate techniques sul~est their potential use for high spectral resolution sensitivity studies of the radiative effects due to various types of clouds.F
across wide spectral inu:rvals (hundreds of wave 'fiumbers). Due to scattering of th~: direct beam into different directions by the particles, the presence of solid and liquid forms in any layer introduces a mulltiplicity ,of directions in the reflected and transmitted beams; one m~:thod for handling this interaction precisely in the c:ase of plane-parallel clouds is the multiple-stream, doubling-adding (DA) method [Hunt and Grant, 1969] , performed separntely for each spectral interval. The computations for cloudy layers [e.g., King and Harshvardhan, 1986] , although not as simple as the exponential attenuation of tile monochromatic beams in the case of the vapor, do not pclse any serious obstacles in terms of computer resources.
The most significant but computationally formidable problem arises when intenictions 'with both water drops and water vapor have to be considered simultaneously. The task is rendered enormous because (1) the spectral resolution for the computation is determined by the finely varying absorption features of the 1'1ater vapor molecule and (2) the presence of cloud drop:, requires consideration of the directional properties of th~: scatterers. For a precise solution, these two factors necc:ssitate l:he employment of the DA method at each frequerlCY poim: and applied to the inhomogeneous atmosphere (lline-by-lill1e plus doubling-adding, or LBL + DA computations). Since this places an excessive demand on the computational resources, investigations in the past have simplified the problem by employing wider frequency intervals and, in some instances, approximating the scattering by the I~;lrticles [Lacis and Hansen, 1974; Stephens, 1978; Kerschgens et al., 1978; Liou and Wittman, 1979; Fouquart and Bonnel, 1980; Davies et al., 1984; Wiscombe et al., 1984 ]"
I. INTRODUCTION
Water substance in the Earth's atmosphere, in vapor, liquid, or solid phases, possesses distinctive optical properties in the solar spectrum. Scattering by the solid and liquid forms occurs throughout the spectrum, while absorption by all the phases occurs primarily in the near infrared. To evaluate the transfer of solar radiation for plane-parallel, horizontally homogeneous atmospheres on a theoretically precise basis [Chandrasekhar, 1950; page 9, equation (47) ] the computations have to be performed at a sufficiently high spectral resolution, accounting for all of the fine features in the optical properties of the constituents. Further, for a vertically inhomogeneous atmosphere, adequate vertical spatial resolution is also required.
The absorption cross section of the water vapor molecule has a very fine structure [Rothman et al., 1983] in the near-infrared spectrum. A precise calculation of the absorption of the direct beam by water vapor in a vertically inhomogeneous model atmosphere involves computing the transmission function (Beer's law of exponential attenuation) in each layer at -3 million monochromatic frequencies. Such line-by-line (LBL) computations are cumbersome but not necessarily an enormous task. Chou [1986] has considered spectral resolutions as fine as 0.0 I cm -I; other investigations [Kerschgens et al., 1978; Wiscombe et al., 1984; Kratz and Cess, 1985] have employed wider intervals.
The condensed phase of H2O, in contrast to the vapor form, exhibits properties that can be regarded as constant c'.r;
MODEL AND DATA
Based on the atmospheric reference profiles of McClatchey et al. [1972] and the suggestion of a constant water vapor mixing ratio above the tropopause by the ICRCCM project, a model of the vertically inhomogeneous atmosphere is developed ( Figure I ). The model spans the pressure levels from the top of the atmosphere (0 mbar) to the surface (-1013 mbar). Between zero and 1000 mbar there are 50 layers, each 20 mbar thick, while the lowest layer is 13 mbar thick. Properties are assumed to be uniform within each layer. The vertical resolution of the model is similar to that employed by Chou [1986] . The Ith layer in the model is bounded by the Ith and the (I + I)th levels. The frequency interval considered in this study is 0-33,333 cm -1.
Despite the complexities, the need for a precise evaluation of the radiative fluxes and heating rates is paramount for quantifying the transfer in clear and cloudy atmospheres. The need is further reinforced by weather and climate model requirements of accurate parameterizations that have to be calibrated against the "exact" solutions. These are, in fact, the goals of the International Comparison of Radiation Codes for Climate Models (ICRCCM) project [Luther et a/., 1988] . Since practical considerations render the LBL + DA method prohibitive when several different cloudy atmosphere cases have to be considered, it is logical to inquire whether alternate economical techniques can provide highly accurate, benchmark quality results.
The main objective of this study is to determine precise radiative transfer solutions for plane-parallel vertically inhomogeneous atmospheres containing vapor only, cloud only, and vapor-plus-cloud present simultaneously ( Figure  I ). The input parameters adopted for the studies (section 2) are similar to those prescribed as part of the ICRCCM project.
To begin with, the calculation of the solar absorption by water vapor in a clear atmosphere is performed for different atmospheric profiles, using the LBL spectral features (section 3). Next, radiative properties of clouds of two different optical depths are evaluated (section 4) in an atmosphere containing no water vapor. This situation is of academic interest but serves as a useful intermediate study between the vapor-only and the vapor-plus-cloud cases.
Finally, the radiative transfer problem involving clouds and water vapor is investigated (section 5). Besides the exact (LBL + DA) method, more economical techniques, that approximate either the molecular absorption or the cloud extinction, are also employed. A summary of the techniques employed for the vapor-only, cloud-only and vaporplus-cloud cases, along with their CPU times on the Cyber 205 computer, is listed in Table I . Details about the techniques mentioned appear in the subsequent sections of the text.
Molecular Absorption Properties
The water vapor absorption spectra are taken from the line parameter compilations of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) [Rothman et al., 1983] . The precision of the location of the line center in the AFGL catalog is 0.01 cm-l. Water vapor absorption lines extend from < I to 17,900 cm -I. The water vapor absorption optical depths are computed [see Drayson, 1973] according to the same algorithms as have been employed by Schwarzkopf and Fels [this issue] for developing benchmark calculations in the longwave spectrum. The procedure consists in dividing the spectrum into I cm -( intervals, within each of which the absorption characteristics are represented by considering several discrete frequency points. The number of such monochromatic frequencies M" required within each wave number JI (0 S JI S 17,900 cm-l) is described by Drayson [1973] .
The computation of absorption at each frequency point over the 1 cm -I interval accounts for the fact that the tails of the lines extend out to 10 cm -I beyond the line center; thus, any 1 cm-1 interval "perceives" the effect of lines whose centers are located up to 10 cm-1 away. At altitudes below 100 mbar, the absorption is computed based on a Lorentzian Listed in the table are the main features of each technique and the CPU time (on Cyber 205) required to perform high spectral resolution computations of the solar radiative transfer in a 51-layer, plane-parallel, vertically inhomogeneous ,atmosphere containing water vapor only, cloud only, and water vapor plus cloud; the results of the investigations are discussed in sections 3. 4, and 5, respectively. The CL cloud is located in the 800-to 820-mbar layer, and"the cloud-related cases pertain to an optical depth of 9.7 at a wavelength of 0.55 JJ.n1. Above 100 mbar, a Voigt profile is assumed for values at 107 distinct frequencies in the entire solar specdistances less than 3 cm -I away from the line center; for trum. larger distances, again a Lorentzian profile is assumed.
Clouds are assumed to be homogeneous and plane paraJAccording to the above prescription, each I cm -I interval leI, being confined to a single model layer (800-820 mbar;
requires at least 40 points for representation of the absorp--2-km altitude) in this study. At any frequency, the compution characteristics over that interval. Because of the use of tation of the radiative properties of any layer in which a quadrature scheme, each frequency point i in a wave scatterers are present is performed in two ways. The first is number interval has a definite weight (wJ; the weights are the multistream, doubling-adding (DA) technique, as denormalized to unity within each interval. scribed by Hunt and Grant [1969] , and using the infinitesimal The greater the number of lines in any I cm -I interval, the generator initialization scheme described by Wiscombe more the number of points needed to represent the absorp- [1976] . We have investi,gated the results of using different tion effects in that interval, e.g., in strongly absorbing streams (8-128 over the 2Lngular range 0-90°) for the radiative spectral regions, more than 200 discrete points are required transfer in a layer containing cloud and vapor. Computations to represent the absorption features. The procedure de-with 32 streams (based 0111 a Gauss quadrature scheme) differ scribed is performed for each wave number in the AFGL negligibly from those enl1ploying more streams; hence, for catalog. ~is ens~res a very high spectral resolution for ~ll present purposes, 32 streams are deemed to resolve adee layers In. the mho~ogeneous a~mosphere and thus facIl-quately the angular depe:ndence of the radiation fields. The ltates a precise theor~tlcal c~culatlon, one that has ~ot been initial optical depth for the doubling calculations has a attempted thus far m the literature for the near-Infrared nominal value of 10-6. Tille stringent choice of the parameter spectral regions...
..values above is dictated by the need to avoid even small The .abo~e formalism Yleld~ absorption optical d~pths ('Tj, /) inaccuracies at any monochromatic frequency point which at the Ith discrete frequency m any wave number Interval for can jeopardize the overall accuracy of the sum over several the lth layer. The layer. optical. depths, for present purposes, such points (e.g., entire spectrum). range from 0 to 100 In the mhomo~eneous m~del. atmoSingle-scattering propt:rties at each frequency are specisphe~e. The number of monoc~romatlc fre~~enc~~s IS -2.8 fied based on the CL cloud specifications of the ICRCCM. .>< 10 (average s.pectra.l resolution -6 x 10. cm ), so.that At frequencies intermediate to those tabulated, the mean m the problem InvolvIng only the abso~tlon of the. dl.rect value of the parameter is assumed to be the representativẽ am by water vapor, about (~.~ x 10 )5!altransm;~sI0~s value in that interval. The: asymmetry factor is used to obtain ave to be computed (-1.4 x I exponentl opera Ions.
the Henyey-Greenstein phase function [Hansen and Travis, "; . This is a smoothly varying phase function in contrast to the Mie phase function [King and Harshvardhan, 1986 ] .for clouds. The Henyey-Greenstein phase function is expanded into a 64-term (an optimum value) Legendre polynomial set to represent the anisotropic scattering by the liquid drops at each frequency. As has been noted in several earlier investigations, the cloud single-scattering properties imply absorption at frequencies below 18,000 cm -I; the singlescattering albedo increast:s with increasing frequency, evenCloud Optical Properties
the frequency interval from 0 to 33,333 cm -1. In to the rapid variation of water vapor "absorption frequency, the properties of droplets are relatively .The ICRCCM comsingle-scattering properties (extinction coefsingle-scattering albedo, and asymmetry factor) list O-I,(KX) 1,<xx}-2,500 2,500-4,400 4, 400-6,200 6,200-8,200 8,200-9,700 9,700-11,500 1I,500-13 tually leading to (for pure water drops) scattering only beyond 18,000 cm -I. The extinction optical depth is rela. tively uniform for II > 1000 cm -I across the spectrum, varying within 14% of the value at A = 0.55 ILIn (-18,182 cm-I). The asymmetry factor, too, does not vary by more than 13% between 1000 and 33,333 cm-l. Results using the DA technique have been compared with the case studies tabulated by Lenoble [1977J. The second method considered for the scatteringabsorbing problem is the delta-Eddington (DE) algorithm described by Joseph et at. [1976J. This method yields reasonably accurate radiative transfer results for thick clouds and is beginning to be employed in climate models [Charlock and Ramanathan, 1985; Harshvardhan et a/., 1987J . The wavelength-dependent single-scattering properties employed are the same as mentioned above.
It is pointed out that cloud optical depth at a wavelength of 0.55 ILm is considered to be the reference value; cloud extinction optical depths are varied in this study by scaling the variations at all other wavelengths with respect to that at 0.55 ILm. The current study considers optical depths of 1.0 and 9.7.
Solar lrradiance Data
The solar irradiance for either the study of water vapor absorption only. or for the cloud extinction. or for the case of water vapor absorption plus cloud extinction is prescribed according to the ICRCCM tables and follows Labs and Neckel [1970] .
WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION

Exact Method
The transmission at any frequency point i within any wave number interval (the notation for the interval is suppressed) in any layer I is given by SOLAR IRRADIANCE  AT TOP OF ATMOSPHERE  I   I ., , , 
Other Details
The input parameters used in the experiments discussed below are, for the most part, those specified by the ICRCCM project. Thus the solar zenith angle considered for the calculations here is either 30° or 75°. Because of the employment of a quadrature scheme for the DA computations, the cloud-related results for the larger zenith angle pertain to a value of 75.70 This has a negligible effect on the discussions in this paper. Water vapor absorption only calculations are performed with a surface albedo of zero (direct beam only) and 0.2 (Lambertian surface, as specified for the ICRCCM cases). The calculations with water drops assume the surface albedo to be zero. These assumptions have been made in order to study simple cases. Effects due to other gases like O2, 03, and CO2 are also not considered in this study.
The cloud optical depth of 1.0 is a departure from ICRCCM specifications. This is in order to provide a contrast to the value of9.7; at the same time, it is not too small so as to make a negligible difference in the radiative transfer relative to the vapor-only case.
The computational results are divided into those for the H2O absorbing intervals (a--I8,OOO cm-J) and that for the nonabsorbing interval (18,000-33,333 cm -I). Within the absorbing frequency intervals, the results have been subdivided into 10 bands ( Table 2 ). The mean frequency in each band and the corresponding wavelength are also tabulated. The limits of each band follow earlier works [e.g., Kratz and Cess, 1985] and, although arbitrary, are introduced here to facilitate the analyses. In Figure 2 the solar irradiance (W/m2) in each of the absorbing bands as well as that in the Table 2 ) solar irradiance [Labs and Neckel, 1910] at the top of the atmosphere for solar zenith angles I: 60) of 30° and 75°. Band II, where vapor and cloud are nonabsorbing, is shown separated from the absorbing bands.
;;~; 11: SoLAR RAOIA llVE TRANSFER L nonabsorbing interval are illustrated for zenith angles of 300 and 75°. Note that the flux at the top of the atmosphere is nearly uniform in each band between 4 and 9 and then increases in bands 10 and 11.
The results are arranged in two distinct ways as follows: (I) results from the exact method and (2) 
where cp is specific heat at constant pressure. The total flux (downward, upward, or net) in the J-th wave number interval comprised of M" discrete frequencies is
i-I with Wi being the weight for the ith frequency. " The fluxes for the entire spectrum (18,<XX> wave number "lntervals) are given by The tropics, since thc:y contain more vapor in the troposphere than any other profile, have the maximum heating in the middle and lower troposphere with the peak occurring at -790 mbar. Again, because the tropics have less water vapor for P < 200 mbar, the absorption there is less. All profiles indicate a maximum in the heating between 300 and 800 mbar, with the pea~: shifted to lower pressure levels for the larger zenith angle. For 80 = 30°, all profiles except the sub-Arctic winter (SA V{) exhibit an increase in the lowest few layers.
For the upper troposphere in general (P < 300 mbar), the increase of water vapor with increasing pressure (Figure 3 ) results in an obvious increase in the heating rate. In the lower and middle tropo:;phere the linkages are less evident, (8) and the increase of the vapor mixing ratio with pressure is not necessarily accompgmied by an increase in the heating; in fact, there can actually be a decrease (e.g., all profiles at 75°) which is large for the Sl\ W profile. This is due to saturation effects occurring in some of the absorbing frequencies so (9) that fewer p.hotons ar:e avai..able for absorption in the lower layers. The mcrease m heating seen for the lowermost layers (30°) is due to the absCJ'rption of the beam reflected at the surface. Yet another reason for the breaks in the heating rate profile is due to the change in the vertical gradient of the mixing ratio, e.g., the discontinuity at -750-790 mbar in the tropical (TRP) profile ~: Figure 3 ) results in a peak in the heating rate curve (Fig\Jlre 4). Figure 5 illustrates the contribution to the vertical profile of the heating rate in th,~ mid-latitude summer (MLS) atmosphere by the different bands (Table 2) for 80 = 300. The relative contributions to the heating in the 800-to 820-mbar layer (the choice of this layer is to facilitate comparisons with cloud-induced heating later on) from the different bands -_: calculation for a water vapor-only atmosphere la) is performed for all five McClatchey et al. [1972] shown in Figure 3 ; these include the first six shortwave cases. The vertical distribution of the I 750 (Figure 4b) Table 3 for the direct beam. The major contribution to the heating in the upper troposphere (P < 300 mbar) arises from the 2500-8200 cm -) interval, while bands between 2500 and 11,500 cm -I are the major contributors inthe middle and lower troposphere. Bands below 8200 cm-1are partially saturated for P < 700 mbar, so that layer absorption decreases with increasing depth in the atmo-sphere; the remaining bands are unsaturated, and absorptionincreases with pressure. '-with respect to Figure 5 is that, for any altitude, there is an increase in the photon path lengths as measured from the top of the atmosphere; this causes bands to saturate partially at altitudes higher than for the 30° case. In fact, for 90 = 75°, even the 8200-9700 and the 9700-11,500 cm -I bands are partially saturated in the lower troposphere (-730-750 mbar) . Less solar flux is incident at the top of the atmosphere when 90 = 75°; this causes the magnitudes of the heating rates to be smaller than for the 30° incidence. The relative contribution to the 800-to 820-mbar layer heating at 75° is similar to or smaller than at 30° in bands 1-5 while being greater in bands 6-10 (Table 3) . The morphology of the water vapor profile in an inhomogeneous atmosphere affects the manner in which the solar direct beam is attenuated as it traverses the various layers. Because of the spectrally varying absorption properties, there will be a spectrally varying attenuation of the radiation at any level. In the present model, since each layer is of equal pressure thickness, three factors determine the heating in layers. The first is the attenuation at any frequency up to the layer in question. The second is the layer pressure, which determines the absorption characteristics of the mol- 0-1 ,000 1,000-2,500 2,500-4,400 4, 400-6,200 6,200-8,200 8,200-9 ,700 9,700-11,500 11,500-13,000 13,000-14,500 14,500-18,000 O-I,<XX> 1,{xx}'-2,500 2,500--4,400 4, 400-6,200 6,200-8,200 8,200-9,700 9,700-11,500 ecule at the concerned frequency. The thirJ is the absorber amount in the layer.
To delineate these effects in different portions of the spectrum in the upper, middle, and lower troposphere, the contribution of each spectral band to the heating in the 180-to 200-, 580-to 600-, and 800-to 820-mbar layers is plotted in Figure 7 for solar zenith angles of 300 ( Figure 7a ) and 750 ( Figure 7b ). The 180-to 200-mbar layer is heated by absorption in the 1000-11,500 cm-1 interval (bands 2-7), while the other two layers are heated by absorption in bands 2-10. Figures 5 and 6 have already shown that saturation effects OCcur at bands <7. This becomes clearer in Figure 7 , where it is seen that the heating in the 580-to 6OO-mbar layer exceeds that in the 800-to 820-mbar layer for the first five bands, while in the other bands, the situation is reversed. This feature has implications for the degree of absorption that can be introduced by water drops at different altitudes in the atmosphere. Water drop absorption (as will be seen later) has a frequency dependence similar to that for the molecule, so that if any of the bands are saturated due to water vapor absorption before the irradiance in that band can reach the cloud level, there will be little absorption by the cloud , high droplet absorption efficiency [Davies et al., .This is an important issue for clouds located lower in (e.g., absorption by stratus clouds in an otherwise Heating in the 180-to 200-mbar layer for than that in the 580-to 600-mbar layer, I-C to tt emphasizing the absencI: of saturation effects at P < 190 mbar.
Comparing the absorp1:ion resulting from the propagation of the direct beam and Ithat due to the diffuse beam after reflection at the relatively low Lambertian surface (albedo 0.2), it is seen that the direct beam absorption contributes in a predominant manner to the total atmospheric absorption, being 94% for 80 = 30° and 98% for 80 = 75°. The contribution by the reflected beam to the heating rate ( Figure 8 ) becomes apparent only below the middle troposphere for an albedo of 0.2. While the contribution of the direct beam to the absorption above 800 mbar exceeds 95%, and is more so when the path length is longer (75°), the reflected beam's contribution assumes significance in the lowest few layers (up to 25% for 300).
The downward flux at the surface (Table 4) is comprised principally of radiation in the nonabsorbing (>30%) and the weakly absorbing (-20%) bands (II and 10), together with roughly similar contributions (-5-10%) from all bands 4-9. The frequencies in which water vapor exhibits strong absorption comprise -65% of the surface solar flux. Fouquart et al. [ this issue] present detailed discussions of the absorption of solar radliation by water vapor from various algorithms, including Chou's and the present LBL calculations. It is important to mention that the present LBL calculations include three spectral regions that were not considered by Chou [198/)]: O-IOCK>, 1000-2600, and 14,500-
100 ',1
,;1 coarsening in spectral interval (as investigated by Cholt [1986] ) or through a "binning" process as described below?
The binning technique, just like the exact technique, considers all the monochromatic frequency points (section 2.1); however, the vapor absorption optical depths are now partitioned into "bins" (or intervals). For practical purposes, it is sufficient to consider a lower limit of 10-12 for the vapor optical depth; smaller values are assumed to be zero and are placed in a bin which is denoted as the zeroth bin. The features of the binning procedure are summarized in Table 5 . The range between 10-12 and 102 is binned such that there are an equal number of intervals (N) within each decade in optical depth, i.e., N intervals between 10-12 and . Same as Figure 5 , execpt for solar zenith angle 80=75°.
18,000 cm -I. The first two regimes have a small value of solar irradiance associated with them, while the third is weakly absorbing (Figures 5 and 6 ). The transfer of radiation in these regimes enhances the MLS atmospheric absorption (mainly in the 1000--2600 cm -I regime) by 7.3 W/m2 for 80 = 300 and by 3.3 W/m2 for 80 = 750; correspondingly, the surface flux decreases by a similar amount. The underestimate in the atmospheric absorption due to neglect of these regimes is 4.3% and 4.8%, for the two zenith angles, respectively; the corresponding overestimates in the surface flux are 1.1% and 1.8%, respectively. The total heating in any layer, however, is not measurably affected by neglecting these intervals. From the computational viewpoint, a high-resolution calculation, as described above, involves the calculation of a large number of exponential functions. Although the time taken to perform the LBL computations is affordable (Table  I) mission calculations are required for the exact transfer, it is evident that N can be chosen such that the number of the f tran~m~ssion c~mputat]ion~ is scaled down substantially. I It IS InstructIve to examIne the potential effects of binning on the absorption and transmission of radiation. Consider first a homogeneous layer and the discrete frequency points. The relative error in absorptivity arises due to the difference in the values of the optical depth between the exact and the binned values. It is easily seen that the magnitude of the error attains its maximum value for the first interval in each decade of the binning process, e.g., it is equal to 50% for N = 9, 5% for N = 90, ;ind 0.5% for N = 900 (last column of Table 5 ). N is thus arl arbitrary parameter governing the precision with which the specific value of the absorption optical depth at any frl~quency point is represented. In an inhomogeneous atmosphere, the binning process presents another source of error due to differences in the amount of radiation transmitted. For a layer well within the atmosphere, the incident radiiation at the top of the layer can be in error, owing to differences in optical depth between the bin and the exact methods ~Dr all or a few of the layers above the one in question. The maximum relative error due to the differences in transmission can be large (> 100%) for small absolute values, e.g., due to large optical paths through the atmosphere. Hence lar~:e relatille errors could occur in the heating rate at any fre'quency point for layers within an inhomogeneous atmosphere. The absolute error, however, need not necessarily be large.
We have investigated the effects due to various values of the accuracy parameter N = 9O<t, 90, and 9 bins per decade, respectively. This corresponds to 12,600, 1260, and 126 transfer computations, respectively, across the range of optical depths encount~red in the inhomogeneous atmosphere and over the entire spectrum. The magnitude of the maximum relative error:. in the heating rates (IOrcQI) occurring anywhere over any band and over the solar spectrum for 300 and 750 solar incidences are listed in Table 6 . The choice of examining the maximum relative error provides a stringent criterion for investii:ating th,~ accuracy of the technique.
In general, the magnitude of the relative error becomes smaller as N is increase:d. For both zenith angles, there is more than an order of magnitu,de decrease in the relative error over any band and! over the entire spectrum, when N increases from 9 to 90. A, further reduction of about an order of magnitude or more occurs when N is increased to 900. Errors in any band for lV = 90 :ire <0.1%, while those for N = 9 are <5%. The errors in heating rate for N = 90 are .~;.;: <0.04%, and for N = 9 are <2.5%. The magnitude of the '"," relative error in the fluxe:s over any band for the N = 90 and 10-11, N more between 10-11 and 10-1°, and so on till 102. 9 cases are less than 0.01% and 1%, respectively (Table 6 ). The midpoint of any individual bin is assumed to be repre-Over the entire spectrum, the errors are less than 0.004% sentative of all the optical depth values within the range of and -0.3%, respectively. that bin. Thus the actual optical depth T appearing in (1)-{9) The flux and heating rates from the binning method are ,is replaced by an appropriate bin value or'. remarkably accurate. AII:hough tine relative errors are somef'-Since the molecular absorption optical depth is assumed to what larger when N = 9, they occ:ur in the upper troposphere span 14 decades in the model atmosphere, there are 14N where the absolute values are s,mall. The excellent agreeintervals over the entire range of the absorption optical ment with the exact values for the bin cases is pleasantly depth; in each of these, the transmission function is precom-surprising, particularly \\Ihen the wide disparity in the accu-])uted based on the value of or'. The total number of or' racy with which the absorption values are represented in the from the binning process, or the transmission bin cases (Table 5 ) is considered; this suggests that approx-14N, i.e., each frequency imate values of the water vapor absorption optical depth at 14N values of the different frequency points m:iy be adequate to compute Recalling that -1.4 x 108 trans-the radiative effects due to watelr vapor absorption. In examining the reasons for the accuracy of this technique. it is found that while there are several points at which the bin value of transmission can differ appreciably from the exact value (for the reasons mentioned earlier). both in the positive (> 100%) as well as in the negative sense (up to -100%), the sum over a large number of frequency points yields a small net difference. This is demonstrated by examining the maximum relative errors that occur when the bin results across the spectrum for N = 90 are grouped in frequency intervals of a specified width. The widths considered range from I cm -) to a band (-1000 cm -) or more) and eventually the total spectrum. The maximum relative errors are listed for the 180-to 200-, 580-to 600-, and the 800-to 820-mbar layers and for the two zenith angles in Table 7 . The errors decrease with increasing size of the frequency interval for all cases. The bin results, when considered as sums over 500 cm-1 or more, are very accurate (better than 0.5%). It should be noted that the number of intervals with the maximum errors listed in Table 7 could be few or their absolute error could be small; in either case, the comparisons with exact values would be even more favorable.
The principal reasons for the accuracy of the binning method are the existence of a considerable number of frequency points and the presence of both positive and negative errors over a distribution of frequency points. In a sum over several wave number intervals (e.g., band), there occurs a substantial cancellation of the errors resulting in extremf:ly precise solutions. These reasons are particularly important to remember when the number of bins used is small (say. N = <9) or when a small frequency interval (say, few wave numbers or individual frequency points) is being examined. Although the bin concept has been applied to all layers in this section, it is equally possible to apply it to a limited number of model layers.
The binning method affords only a marginal improvement over the exact method in terms of computational expense (Table I) , and hence there is little need to use the binning technique for the vapor-only benchmark computations. The virtue of the bin concept, however, is the substantial reduction made possible in the radiative transfer operations coupled with a negligible loss in the accuracy. This characteristic of the binning technique acquires considerably more significance when scatterers are considered in any layer. as will be seen in section 5.3.
At this stage. it is worthwhile recalling Chou's [1986] inferences that there was no change in the heating rates when a spectral resolution of <0.5 cm -( (down to 0.01 cm -() was used in a calculation framework involving equally spaced frequency points. Although the binning technique employs a different approach. the underlying reasons for the accuracy of the binning procedure could apply to Chou's monochromatic results as well.
It is important to note that the binning of optical depths is conceptually similar to the sorting of the absorption coeffi- N denotes the number of equally spaced intervals (or bins) per decade (p) in vapor optical depth. where -12 < p < 2. The range of the first and last bins (I.OP) in each decade and the midpoints (I.OP) of these intervals are listed. The maximum relative error that can be incurred due to binning in a homogenous layer is also listed for each N.
cients in the k-distribution method. In the latter technique, the sorting is performed at a reference pressure and temperature in conjunction with a scaling approximation [Chou, 1986] . This removes the dependence of the absorption coefficient on pressure and temperature, and the transmittance equation is reduced to an integration over the absorption coefficient. The binning method, in contrast, preserves the pressure and temperature dependences by considering the LBL-based values of the absorption coefficient at every monochromatic frequency in each layer; the approximation consists of merely an arbitrary degradation in the values of the absorption coefficients. The transfer equation, as in the LBL computations, is then solved for each frequency. These characteristics also distinguish the binning method from another approximation, the exponential-sum fitting technique [Wiscombe and Evans, 1977] . The latter method consists of a mathematical fit to a set of transmission values, in any spectral interval and for a range of scaled absorber path lengths, by a sum of exponentials. The individual terms represent pseudo-monochromatic transmittances which are then used to compute the transfer in the atmosphere. The derived terms, however, have no tangible links to the actual absorption lines (or to the LBL absorption coefficients) within the spectral interval.
are discussed. The cloud is assumed to be present in a 20-mbar-thick layer in order to compare with the vapor-only calculations of the preceding section. This is as if the solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere were incident directly on the cloud. The flrequency-dependent cloud singlescattering properties follow the ICRCCM tables (frequency notation is suppressed again); these are the extinction optical depth Tcld' single-scattering albedo wcld' and asymmetry factor g cld' The cloud-~,cattering optical depth is given by wcldTcld. Surface albedo is assumed to be zero throughout this section.
The band-by-band contribution to the heating rate for cloud optical depths of 1.0 and 9.7, respectively, are illustrated in Figure 9 (solid line). For either optical depth. solar zenith angles of 300 and 75.70 are considered. The contributions in the vapor-only (;ase are also displayed for comparison. The relative contril:lutions to the heating rate in the 800-to 820-mbar layer are tabulated in Table 3. Significant cloud particle absorption (>5~ro) occurs in nearly the same intervals (e.g., bands 3-5) a:, does the water vapor absorption. For the higher cloud optical depth, there is a dominant contribution from the 2500-8200 cm -I spectral regions, while for the lower optical de~pth case, almost half the contribution arises from the 2500-4400 cm -1 interval alone.
For the vapor-only case, contributions >5% occur in bands 3-9 (2500-14,500 cm -1). For the cloud-only case, substantial increases occur in bands 2-5 compared to the vapor-only case. At JI > 11,500 cm-1 (bands >7), the cloud drop absorption is quite small, whereas the vapor absorption 1.4 x 10';' 10 9.6 x 100 2.7 X 101 1.0 >: 102 9.5 X 100 7.4 X 101 1.1 X 103 c SO 3.1 X 10-1 6.4 X 10-1 6.8 >: 100 3.0 X 10-1 3.9 X 100 3.1 X 101 100 2.3 x 10-1 3.1 X 10-1 6.8>:100 2.3 x 10-1 1.7xIOo 3.0 x 101 500 1.2 X 10-1 3.0 X 10-1 1.9 >: 10-1 1.1 X 10-1 3.0 X 10-1 1.9 X 10-1 Band 5.2 x 10-2 2.7 X 10-2 4.0 >: 10-2 4.4 x 10-2 2.2 X 10-2 3.8 x 10-2 Solar 9.0 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-2 1.0 >: 10-2 1.7 x 10-2 1.2 X 10-2 7.9 x 10-3
The comparison is viewed in terms of sums over frequency intervals (Jlf uniforml width AI', Bin parameter N (see section 3,2) is 90 for solar zenith angles (60) of 300 and 7's°, Three layers, 18~200, 's8~, and a:00-820 rnbar, are examined, Widths of bands are listed in Table 2 , while the width of the solar spectrum for heating rate purposes is 18,000 cm-l, extends all the way to 18,(XX) cm -) (Figure 9 ). At the larger zenith angle, the contribution from the region beyond 11,500 cm -) in the vapor-only case exceeds 15%.
The flux at the surface arises principally (contributions :>3%) from bands with v >4400 cm -I for both the vapor and c:loud-only cases (Table 4) . Bands 10 (weakly absorbing) and :11 (nonabsorbing) contribute substantially (>17%). The absorbing bands together contribute more than 65%, just as in Values were obtained by comparing the results from the DE method with tho:,e from the DA (exact) method for a CL cloud in the 800-to 820-mbar layer of an MLS atmosphere containing no other component (cloud-only case; section 4) and with vapor (va~r-plus-cloud casc,; section 5.2), respectively. The frequency regions considered are ~18,OOO cm-and 18,~33,33;' cm-l. The CL cloud has an optical depth Tof 1.0 and 9.7 at a wavelength of 0.55 JJ.m; for each optical depth, solar incidence (80) at 30. and 75.r is considered.
respect to vapor are more than for the case when T = I (see Table 3 ). The ratio of the enhancement at T = 9.7 to that at T = I is 4.9 (2.0) for a 3,00 (75.7") solar incidence. 
WATER 1{ APOR ABSORPTION
,-
In this section, the radiative transfer due to the CL cloud embedded in an MLS atmospheric profile is studied ( Figure  lc) . As in section 4, the c;loud is assumed to be located in the 800-to 820-mbar layer. The frequency-dependent cloud single-scattering properties follow the ICRCCM specifications for the CL cloud. Solar zenith angles of 300 and 75.70 and the cloud optical depths of 1.0 and 9.7 are considered in an MLS atmosphere. Surface albedo is again assumed to be zero.
The presence of water vapor introduces an important modification to the single-scattering properties of the layer containing the cloud [Twomey, 1976] . The vapor absorption optical depth, since it arises due to the vibrational-rotational structure and is necessarily finely spaced in frequency, exhibits a sharp variation across the spectrum. For a layer containing the cloud, the presence of vapor renders a correspondingly fine structure in the layer radiative properties. While a calculation for the cloud-only case can be met with a coarse resolution calculation illvolving only 107 intervals (as in section 4), a finer spectral resolution is required when the vapor too has to b~: consid~~red. The resolution to be employed for a precise computation is dictated by the LBL features of the vapor molecule alnd thus must be similar to that employed for the e~;act computations in section 3.
The total optical depth in the multiple-scattering algorithms for the layer at any frequency point i (in a wave number interval) is now given by .~:::&'~~;r the vapor-only case. When 80 = 30° and T = I. there is more flux reaching the surface than in the vapor-only case; when T = 9.7. there is less flux reaching the surface than in the vapor-only case. When 80 = 75°, both cloud types have less flux reaching the surface than in the vapor-only case. The examples studied here indicate that moderately thick clouds (I < T <9.7) in the atmosphere have a significant impact on the surface solar flux when compared to the effect due to the entire column of water vapor. Thus both vapor and droplet effects are equally important for the solar radiative interactions. The band-by-band relative contribution to the reflected flux exhibits features similar to those for the surface flux, with the sum from the absorbing regions exceeding 70%. For both transmission and reflection, these features are a consequence of a larger single-scattering albedo and a greater solar incident flux at the higher frequencies ( Figure   2 ).
The comparisons of the errors due to the DE method in each band (not shown here) for the cloud-only case indicate that significant errors can arise in some bands. This is an important factor to be remembered. since the results for the entire spectrum suggest that the DE method is a good approximation, as seen by the relative errors listed in Table  8 . The DE layer heating rates are within 5% of the exact values for all four cases; relative errors in fluxes can reach 10% or more (e.g., surface flux for 90 = 75.7°; reflected flux for T = I). For T = 1 (90 = 75.7°), both reflected and surface fluxes are poorly represented (errors >10%) by the DE approximation. In the 18.000-33,333 cm-l interval, there is negligible absorption by pure drops, and so absolute errors in reflected and transmitted fluxes take on equal and opposite signs. Again. the relative errors for the 90 = 75.7°, T = 1 case are the worst among those studied here; this is consistent with the tests of King and Harshvardhan [1986] .
The vertical profile of the total heating rate for the cloud-only case (T = I) is shown in Figure 10 and, for comparison, the vapor-only results are also shown; the zenith angles are 30° and 75°, respectively. Even for a cloud optical depth of 1.0. there is substantial enhancement in the solar heating of the 800-to 820-mbar layer compared to the vapor-induced heating. For T = 9.7. the enhancements with i\ 9146
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RAMASWAMY AND FREIDENREICH: SoLA,: RADIATIVE TRANSFER geneously distributed absorber, there is a differential attenuation of the direct beam at the different frequency points before it is incident at the cloud top. Thus the incident irradiance and its spectral distribution will be different at the cloud top (800 mbar) from that at the top of the atmosphere; the loy{er the altitude of the cloud location, the more the difference relative to the irradiance distribution outside the atmosp,here. We discuss below the results using three different techniques to solve for the radiative transfer in the inhomogeneous ;itmosphere containing cloud and water vapor. The techniques for computing the vapor-cloud interactions are designalted, for ease of reference, by the letters VC. The first technique discussed (VCl) represents the most precise calculation of the radiative transfer performed in this study. Results from the other techniques are compared with the VCl so,lutions in the subsequent subsections.
1VC1 (Exact) Technique
The most precise technique combines the LBL algorithm (sections 2.1, 3.1) with the 32-stream, DA method (section 2.2). AI: each of the 2.8 x 106 frequencies, the solutions are obtained for the reflected (R) and transmitted (7) radiance matrices in each of the 32 directions (or streams) for the scattering-absorbing layer.
The direct beam interaction with water vapor above the cloud layer is performed in the same manner as in the vapor-clnly case (equations (I) and (2». Given an incident beam all the cloud top, the Rand T matrices [Coakley et al., 1983] are obtained for the cloud layer at each frequency point i ,~ithin a wave number interval. These provide boundary conditions for the upward radiances (1;.1) leaving the cloud top (level L T) and for the transmitted radiances (1;.1) leaving the cloud base (level LB), where I"k is the cosine of the zen:ith angle of an emergent stream k from the cloud, 1ik = I"kR;.k at LT (12) l;~k = I"kT;.k at LB (13) Next, tl'3nsmission matrices in the k direction for each of the water vapor layers above and below the cloud are obtained (equatic.n (I) with I"k replacing 1Lo), thus yielding the upward radianc;~s above the cloud top (say, level LI) and the downward radiances below the cloud base (say, level L2) The scattering optical depth at any frequency and in the cloud layer has the same value as for the cloud-only case in the previous section (CUcldTcld); however, the layer absorption optical depth varies at each frequency point j in any wave number interval, resulting in a corresponding variation of the layer extinction and the layer single-scattering albedo. For all frequency points in a I cm-1 interval, the cloud properties are assumed constant. Consideration of the molecular absorption, however, introduces a weight factor (wJ to the transfer at the jth frequency point.
Compared to the cloud-only case, in the case of a typical atmospheric profile, i.e., water vapor present as an inhomo- where W k is the weight of a particular stream to the flux and depends on the quadrature scheme.
The net flux at all levels above the cloud consists of the downward (direct) flux (equation (2» and the upward diffuse (reflected) flux (equation 16». The net flux at levels below the cloud, under the assumption of a zero surface albedo, is merely the downward transmitted flux (equation (17». After the fluxes have been obtained at each of the frequencies within a wave number interval, the weight factors Wi (contribution from the ith frequency point) are employed to obtain the fluxes in the wave number interval (equation (7». The layer heating rates are evaluated as in section 3.1 (equations (6) and (9».
A measure of how sharply the absorption in the cloud layer varies as a function of frequency can be had from the limited interval results presented in the appendix ( Figure  A3c ). The rest of this subsection concerns the fluxes and heating rates in the different bands across the solar spectrum. Before discussing the specifics, it is important to state that the relative spectral effects of water vapor and water drops obtained here are qualitatively similar to the narrowband model results [Davies et al., 1984; Wiscombe et al., 1984] .
The exact vapor-plus-cloud results (VC1) for the bandby-band contribution to the heating in the 800-to 820-mbar layer are compared with the corresponding cloud-only and the vapor-only results in Figure 9 (dashed line) (see Table 3 for the relative contributions). The contribution from each band is, in general, a superposition of the vapor and cloud absorption effects discussed in sections 3 and 4, respectively, with the cloud effects being accentuated for the larger optical depth case.
There is significant enhancement with respect to vapor contributions even for 'T = I, just as in the cloud-only case (see also Wiscombe et al. [1984] ). Bands 2-7 are the most important contributors; bands 2 and 3 may seem surprising, since there is very little incident irradiance in these intervals (Figure 2) . This, however, is more than compensated for by the strong cloud absorption at these intervals.
Compared to the cloud-only case, water vapor in the present case exercises two distinct effects [Davies et al., 1984] : (I) it depletes the beam incident on the cloud, particularly for those bands which absorb strongly at altitudes above the cloud top, and (2) it contributes additional absorption in the cloud layer. The comparison of the magnitudes for the cloud-only and the vapor-plus-cloud cases in any band represents a combination of the two opposing tendencies. The manifestation of the effects introduced by the vapor depends on the cloud optical properties. In particular, the effect of water vapor absorption in any band is small if the cloud optical depth is large.
The 2500-4400 cm-J region (band 3), which exhibited a strong absorption for the cloud-only case, has diminished in importance (Figure 9 ), owing to strong vapor absorption above the cloud layer. For 'T = I the absolute contributions show that the vapor-plus-cloud heating exceeds that in the cloud-only case (80 = 300) for bands >4; at 80 = 75. ~, the vapor-plus-cloud heating exceeds that due to cloud alone for bands >5. This is due to water vapor absorption in the cloudy layer. For 'T = 9.7, this feature occurs for bands >5 ic(80 = 300) and 6 (80 = 75.~), respectively. This shift in band Dumber for the higher zenith angle, in order for the abovementioned transition to occur, is due to the longer path lengths at 75.7°; this causes the heating due to water vapor in the 800-to 820-mbar lay<:r to diminish in any band, when compared to the 300 incide:nce (Figure 7) . Thus, at 75. r, only the higher numbered bands, which contain a greater solar irradiance and suffer less attenuation in the atmosphere will be of significance for the additional heating due to water vapor in the 800-to 820-mbar laye;r. Water vapor absorption contributes more than droplet absorption in bands ~8; the absolute magnitudes, how1~ver, in Ithese intervals, contribute very little to the total heal:ing (Figures 5 and 6 ). For T = 9.7 the cloud effects dominate over that of vapor in the layer, so ~hat there is a much stronger resemblance to the results from the cloud-only case, although the vapor attenuation of the direct beam above the cloud reduces the magnitude of heating in any band «6) for both zenith angles. The fact that cloud effects for T = 9.7 dominate over that for vapor in the heating of the 800-to 820-mbar layer becomes evident on comparing the vapor only and vapor-plus-cloud results in Table 3 .
The vertical profiles of the total heating for T = I and for t he two zenith angles are shown in Figure 10 ; the results are -compared with those from the vapor-only and the cloud-only c ases. The enhancement in the 800-to 820-mbar layer h eating due to water drop absorption (over the vapor only c ase) is prominent again, but there is also a decrease below Dthe cloud; this represents a reduction below the values for the vapor-only case (12% for 80 = 30° and 50% for 80 = 75.7°a t -1000 mbar). Above the cloud, there is little change from the vapor-only case, owing to the heating there resulting mainly from the direct beam absorption. The reflected beam from the cloud top causes a small addition to the heating in the layers just above the cloud. Figure II illustrates the large heating rates that occur in cloudy layers due to increases in extinction optical depths. For T = 9.7 the increase in the 800-to 820-mbar layer heating is 4.5 (80 = 30°) and 2.0 (80 = 75°) times, respectively, that for T = I. The increase is nearly independent of the vapor attenuation of the direct beam above the cloud, so that the ratios at the two zenith angles are almost similar to the corresponding results from the cloud-only case (section 4).
The band-by-band contributions to the vertical heating rate profile for the T = I case are displayed in Figures 12 and ::c-13 for zenith angles of 30° and 75.7°, respectively. These may. §. be directly compared with the corresponding figures 5 and 6 f or the vapor-only case. The bands responsible for the h eating in the cloudy layer (2-7, discussed earlier in the c ontext of Figure 9 ) are apparent from the peaks in the g:: curves at P = 810 mbar. Below the cloud, bands below 8200 cm -I exhibit a decrease in the heating rate when compared to the vapor-only case. This is true for both zenith angles. For bands above 8200 cm -I , too, there is a decrease. In fact, for 80 = 30° the depletion of the irradiance in the 8200-11 ,500 cm -I interval below the cloud indicates a partial saturation effect occurring in the 800-to 820-mbar layer; in contrast, the 0 1 2 ṽ apor-only case ( Figure 5) does not exhibit such an effect in that interval. For 80 = 75.7° ( Figure 13 ) the apparent HEATING RATE (K d-l) saturation effect induced by the cloud layer extends to all bands; the corresponding vapor-only case (Figure 6 ) exhibits such an effect only for bands below 11,500 cm -I .
The band-by-band contributions to the downward flux at the surface and the upward flux at the top of the atmosphere are listed for all cases in Table 4 . Bands 5-9 (6200-14,500 cm -I) contribute -4% or more, while bands 10 and II (14,500-33,333 cm-I), just as in the vapor-only and cloud-For any of the situations shown in Figure I , bands 2-9 only cases, are dominant contributors. As noted earlier, this contribute more than band 10 to the fluxes at the atmois due to the solar irradiance distribution (Figure 2 ) and the spheric Iboundaries; further, the 0.-18,000 cm -I contribution increase in cloud single-scattering albedo with frequency.
exceeds that from the 18,000-33,333 cm-1 interval. Comparing with the cloud-only situation, while the total In all but one of the cases listed in Table 4 , the surface flux flux is less, the relative contribution from the nonabsorbing decreases in going from vapor-only to cloud-only to vaporband (band II) increases for both the surface and the top of plus-cloll1d situation. The exception is the T = I (30°) case the atmosphere reflected fluxes; the sum from the absorbing which has the largest value for the cloud-only situation. The regimes (bands 1-10) The treatment of cloud extinction by the DA or DE method, besides introducing ,a different approach in the computation of the cloud lay'~r radiative properties, also introduces a difference in the computation of the net fluxes in the layers above and below the cloud. The DA method treats multiple streams of radiation and, for both the reflected and transmitted beams leaving the: cloud, the angular dependences are explicit in the computation of the fluxes at each level. The DE approach, in contrast, simplifies the computational problem (see Joseph et at. [1976] for the cloud reflectivity and transmissivity equations) of the attenuation of the reflected and transmitted beams leaving the cloud top and cloud base. The reflected beam is diffuse, and its propagation is described by an equation similar to (4), with the cloud top replacing the surface as the lower boundary. The transmitted beam consists of both the direct (7) and the diffuse (1"*) beams and is described by an equation similar to (2). As in section 5.1, the net flux above the cloud consists of the downward (direct) beam and the upward diffuse (reflected) beam, while thf: net flu); below the cloud consists of only the transmitted be,lm. The fluxes and heating rates over I cm -) or larger intervals are clbtained as before.
The effects of water vapor on the radiative properties of a cloudy layer and the differences introduced by the DE approximation are discussed in the appendix. Depending on the vapor optical depth, subsltantial departures from the exact results can occur .it discrete frequencies due to the DE approximation. Further, relative errors for the sums over any interval (say, 5 cm --) in thf: cloudy layer of an inhomogeneous atmosphere f(Jlllow ap:proximately the errors predicted by a homogeneous layer computation that considers an identical range of vapor opti,:al depth values occurring in that interval.
We compare the results frolm the VC2 technique with those from the VCI technique f(Jlrthe entire spectrum below.
The vertical profile Oil the relative error in heating for the VC2 results is shown in Figurc~s 14a and 14b for the two cloud optical depths and the two solar zenith angles, respectively. There is an underestimatc: of cloud layer heating in all the cases, except at T = 9.7 (75..7° incidence). For 30° there is an overestimate both above ;and below the cloud at T = 9.7. For 75.7°, there is still an overestimate below but an underestimate above at Iboth T. The relative errors are largest in the layers directly beneath th,~ cloudy layer (up to 32% at T = 9.7).
The magnitude of the relative error in heating (18reQI) for each band in the 800-to 820-mb;!r layer (both optical depths and both zenith angles) is illustr:ated in Figure 15 . Errors for T = I attain large values (up to 16%) at the higher frequency bands. Considering the first nine bands, errors are < 13%. The large error in band 10 is n(Jlt significant for the error in total heating owing to its small absolute value (Figures 12  and 13 ). For T = 9.7 the results ;!re in better agreement with the VCI results; again, band 10 has the largest relative error, while the rest of the bands havf: errors of <10%.
The solar heating ratf: errors for the cloud layer from the VC2 method are within 7% for both zenith angles (Table 8) and are slightly worse than in the corresponding cloud-only case. Since most of the heating in the layers well above the cloud (P < 600 mbar) is due to direct beam absorption, there is little difference «2%} there bf:tween the VCI and the VC2 methods (Figure 14) .
The magnitudes of the relative error in the fluxes at the phasizes the necessity of high-resolution computations tõ etermine cloud radiative interactions accurately.
S.2. VC2 Technique
It has been possible to investigate only a few cases for the entire spectrum using the LBL + DA method because of the computational expense involved (Table I) . One of the more economical ways to solve the radiation problem is to approximate the scattering processes by a suitable two-stream method, while maintaining the line-by-line structure of the transfer algorithm. Here we pursue the DE approximation; the LBL + DE method is designated as the VC2 technique. T = 9.7, errors are <10%, except in bands that contribute negligibly.
The relative errors in the total flux for both the water vapor absorbing spectral intervals (0-18,000 cm-l) and the rest of the spectrum (18,000-33,333 cm -I) are listed in Table  8 . The: flux at the surface differs by up to 12% between the two methods for the 75.70 incidence; smaller «2%) relative errors occur for the 300 incidence. The reflected flux at the top of the atmosphere is in error by -20% (T = I); smaller errors (-5%) occur for T = 9.7.
The above results suggest that, even for the limited number of cases examined here (with respect to zenith angle and/or cloud optical depth), it is not possible to regard the LBL + DE (VC2) technique as a substitute for the exact method. It does, however, yield a reasonable first-order approximation of the spectrally integrated quantities. Owing to its efficiency (CPO time -0.5 hours; Table I ), it is useful for gaining insights into the distribution of fluxes and heating rates for various types of cloudy atmospheres.
,~< .
VC3 Technique
The computational burden of the VCI technique can be reducelj by decreasing the number of frequency points at which the radiative transfer equation is being solved. This can be accomplished by employing the bin concept described in section 3.2 and the binning method can be associated with the DA algorithm. This technique also involves the LBL features of the vapor and is designated here as VC3. Again, the binning is performed with respect to the vapor optical depth. There are, however, some differences between the way the binning concept is applied here and the manner in which it was applied to the vapor-only case.
The DA algorithm in the present technique considers the total optical depth at any frequency as the sum of the cloud extinction optical depth and the bin value of the vapor optical depth. For a given set of cloud single-scattering properties, the binning is performed over the range of vapor optical depth values in the model atmosphere. Equations (10) and (II) are modified in the VC3 technique by replacing the value of T by T' , just as in section 3.2. Thus the equations for the total layer optical depth and the layer single-scattering albedo become for a frequency point in a I cm -I interval 
The scattering optical depth and the phase function at each frequency remain the same as for the VCl technique. Section 3.2, in contrast to the present application, considered the bin value of the vapor optical depth to be the only entity needed for the calculation of the radiative (viz., transmission) properties of the entire atmosphere. In the present vapor-plus-cloud case, layers not containing the cloud undergo an exact calculation, as in section 5.1; only the cloud layer undergoes the binning process. At each frequency point, just as in the vapor-only case, radiative properties (i.e., reflection and transmission matrices for the primed quantities) corresponding to the bin value of the vapor optical depth are computed for the cloudy layer. For the non(:loudy layers above and below the cloud, only the surface (i8reF srcl) and at the top of the atmosphere (i8reFTOAI) in each band are illustrated in Figure 16 for the two optical depths and for the two zenith angles. At the surface (Figure 16 , lower panels) the errors are <12%, except in bands 1 and 2 (0-2500 cm -I) for 'T = 9.7 (80 = 30°); these bands, however, contribute little to the total flux (Table 4) . At the top of the atmosphere (Figure 16 I  I  I  I  I  "  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I and <4% for N = 9); maximum relative errors occur for bands (e.g., band 10) whose contlributions to the total heating (Figure 12 ) are small. For the Iw"ger zenith angle, the errors tend to be even smaller. The irelative errors in the total heating rate for both zenith angles anywhere are extremely small: <0.02% for N = 9[) and < 11.0% for N = 9. The vertical profile of the relative em>r in the total heating is illustrated in Figure 17 for N = 90 and 9 and! indicates that peak errors occur in the cloud layer.
As in the vapor-only case, we inquire into the magnitudes of the relative error in the heatil1lg rate when the bin results for N = 90 are grouped in frequency intervals of specified widths. Table 10 lists, for each ~idth chosen, the number of intervals (as a fraction of the tCltal) with relative errors in three ranges: <0.1%, 0.1-1%, ;and ~1%. The number of intervals with errors ~ I % decreases with increasing frequency width (i.e., increasing nulmber of frequency points); for a Av of 500 cm -I, only 6% (or two) of the intervals havẽ I % error, while band and spectlrum results are below 1 % in error. Errors for a cloud opticaJ depth of 9.7 (not shown here) are smaller than those for 1.0.
The relative error in th,e fluxes ;it the top of the atmosphere and that at the surface for each band are listed in Table 9 . The errors for N = 9 are less than 0.06% for both zenith angles and with respect to both sets of fluxes. The N = 90 case exhibits even smalter errors.
The above results demonstrate that the bin method is capable of yielding extremely ac(:urate results at a considerably (-25 times) less colmputaticlnal expense (Table 1) than the exact (VCI) techniq[ue. The discussions given for the binning technique in the case of the vapor-only atmosphere (section 3.2) hold true .:ven hel:e. Although large relative errors can result at any specific frequency, the summation over bands, together with a judicious selection of the bin resolution can provide I:xtremelly accurate benchmark retransmission function need be computed for each of the 32 reflected and transmitted streams, respectively. The equations for the radiances and the procedure for the evaluation of the fluxes follow those described for the VC I technique (see equations (12)-(17».
For the present purpose, the lower limit chosen for the binning technique is 10-6 (the results are negligibly altered by a value less than 10-6); the upper limit remains at 102. Again, a zeroth bin is designated, this time for all T < 10-6. There is now variation of eight orders of magnitude in the vapor optical depth to be accounted for by the bins, so that the number of bins required to perform the transfer in the 0-18,000 cm-1 regime is 8N.
The binning procedure is performed separately for each set of cloud single-scattering properties. There are 97 different wavelengths in the 0-18,000 cm-1 regime at which the cloud properties are tabulated, so that the binning process is undertaken 97 different times. Recall that in the vapor-only case (section 3.2), only one set of binning operations was necessary for the entire 0-18,000 cm -I interval. For example, if N, the binning parameter (or number of points per decade in optical depth; see Table 5 ) is set at 90, the vapor-only case would require consideration of only -720 different intervals (to account for 8 orders of magnitude variation in optical depth), whereas to do the vapor-plus-cloud problem would require, in general, 720 x 97 or -70,(XX) different intervals. In Comparison to the exact (VCI) calculation, however, there still results about a factor of 40 fewer calculations. , The accuracy of the binning method is investigated by Considering first the magnitude of the maximum relative errors in the heating rates occurring anywhere in any band and across the spectrum. These are listed in Table 9 for N = 9 (the cloud optical depth is unity). The maximum for the cloud layer. The relative errors for 300 incidence are small in all bands «0.6% for N = 90 suIts for the fluxes and heating rates in cloudy inhomogeneous atmospheres. This is very encouraging inasmuch as it becomes possible to substitute this method for the computationally burdensome VCI in future benchmark calculations.
CONCLUSIONS
A maJor new initiative has been undertaken at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) to prepare Values were computed over any band and over the entire spectruml. obtained by comparing the binning method with the exact for the vapor-plus-cloud (optical depth = I) case (section 5.3). Bin parameter N is assumed to be 90 and 9, for solar zenith angles (80) of 30° and 75.7°. benchmark solutions for the solar radiative transfer in scattering-absorbing atmoslpheres c:ontaining water vapor and plane-parallel clouds with speclific optical properties. Considerations of the very j~ne struc;ture of the spectral absorption of the water vapOJ: molecule and the large CPU time required for precise solilltions to the scattering problem had hitherto posed a formidable obstacle to such investigations. Despite the enormity 01i the pro,blem, it is abundantly clear that a significant step ill! undersl:anding the role of clouds in the general circulation of the atmosphere and climate lies in determining their radioLtive properties (at least for those clouds whose microphysics is known) on a theoretically precise basis through hi;gh-resolution spectral computations. Futher, climate models need to have rigorously trustworthy parameterizations of cloud radiative effects that are calibrated against these benchmark results.
Guided by the ICRC'CM pre(:epts and the availability of resources, we have inv~~stigatedl the radiative transfer in an inhomogeneous atmosphere containing water vapor only, cloud only, and vapor plus cloud present simutaneously. The principal characteristic of this study has been the determination of the transfer in an atmosphere containing water vapor and water drops (confin,ed to the 800-to 820-mbar layer) through a rigorous technique that consists of a high spectral resolution (line..by-line) and a multistream, multiplescattering scheme. All the sp'ectral details of the H2O molecule (0-17,900 cm-I), as ~;pecified in the AFGL data [Rothman et al., 1983] , have been taken into account. Although it has been possible to perform the benchmark computations only for two sets 'Df cloud properties owing to the large CPU time involved (Table I) , useful comparisons have been made with the corresponding vapor-only and cloud-only cases. The results clDnfirm the relative radiative effects of water drop vis-a-vis wolter vapor in the atmosphere that have been pointed out by narrow-band model studies [Davies et al., 1984; Wiscombe et al., 1984] . In particular, the attenuation of solar irradi;ance in some of the nearinfrared frequencies b~r water vapor above clouds has a substantial impact on the heating rates in the cloud layers.
Our objective of deriving bellichmark results for the radiative fluxes and heating rates has also led to the examination of two other numerical techniques that approximate either~. .. ,-,.
,. The comparisons are analyzed in terms of sums over frequency intervals ofulliform width ~vfor the vapor-plus-cloud case. Widths of bands are listed in Table 2 . while the width for solar spectrum absorption is o-18,(XX) cm -1. Bin parameter N is assumed to be 90 for solar zenith angles <90) of 30-and 75.7". See section 5.3 for details.
. RAMASWAMY AND FREIDENREIICH: SOLAR RADIATIVE TRANSFER 9154 the vapor absorption or the multiple-scattering process. Their accuracy, limitations, and computational resource consumption have been assessed. These non exact techniques also employ a high spectral (line-by-line) resolution but consume far (at least 25 times) less CPU time than the exact technique. Within the scope of this study, the technique involving the DE approximation is computationally the most efficient method. Over the vapor absorption spectrum (0-18,000 cm-I), it yields a reasonable first-order approximation for the heating rates in the cloud layer when compared to the exact results. However, for the heating .: rates over smaller frequency intervals (say, hundreds of wave numbers) and for the fluxes in any frequency regime, large I:rrors can occur (> 10%).
The method of binning the gas optical depth yields extremely accurate solutions both for the vapor-only and for the vapor-plus-cloud cases. The reasons for the high precision have been investigated in detail for both cases. This method is fast compared to the exact, since it reduces the numbe:r of the radiative transfer computations to be performed across the spectrum (the amount of reduction is an arbitrary choice). The findings strongly suggest that this ApPENDIX: EFFECT OF WATER VAPOR We examine here the I:ffect of Water vapor on the radiative properties of a layer collitaining (;loud drops as computed by the DA and DE methods. The aclcuracy of the approximation depends on the extinction optical depth and the singlescattering albedo [Kinp,' and H'arshvardhan, 1986 ] of the layer. Given the fine structure in the properties of the H2O molecule, the radiative properties of a cloudy layer, as computed by approximate methods, can be expected to vary in accuracy over the dilff'erent monochromatic frequencies. This is demonstrated by cons,idering the reflection and transmission of a homogeneous layer, as obtained by the DA and DE methods, tor a wide range of vapor absorption method can be used to prepare benchmarks for cloudy atmospheres in lieu of the exact technique.
The study of the alternate techniques provides a computationally feasible but still high-spectral resolution basis for the analyses of a large number of cloud cases (e.g., different optical properties, various altitudes). In the future, clouds occurring in more than one model layer will be considered. This is an even more computationally taxing problem than clouds in a single layer. The CPU time for the exact method increases linearly with the number of layers containing scatterers, so that only the two economical methods discussed here may be feasible at present to investigate the multiple-layer cloud radiative transfer problem in inhomogeneous atmospheres. .. (1-",) optical depths. The cloud-scattering optical depth is assumed constant. Because vapor optical properties vary on a much finer scale in frequency than do the cloud drop properties. this situation is typical of broad spectral regions in the near infrared. The single-scattering coalbedo (I -IJJ) is selected as a proxy for the vapor absorption optical depth. Cloud drops are assumed to be conservative scatterers whose phase function is represented by the HenyeyGreenstein function (asymmetry parameter is 0.834).
The DA reflectivity (R) of the cloudy layer (CS cloud) is shown as a function of the coalbedo for four different scattering optical depths in Figure Ala (solar zenith angle is 30°). Increase in (I -IJJ) denotes an increase in the vapor absorption optical depth. while cloud optical properties are held fixed. The curves thus mimic the influence of spectral variation in the vapor absorption optical depth. The relative error due to the DE approximation (8rcR), as compared with the corresponding DA values in Figure Ala for each value of (I -IJJ), is illustrated in Figure Alb . Figures A2a) and A2b are the corresponding illustrations for the transmissivity of the layer (T and Ore 7).
Large errors in R occur for smaller scattering optical depths [J.oseph et al., 1976; King and Harshvardhan. 1986 ]. Significant relative errors in Rand T occur with increasing vapor absorption; however, in this same range the absolute values are small.
The results from Figures Al and A2 indicate that the r;ldiative properties at any frequency point for any layer where a scatterer is present can suffer considerably in a,ccuracy due to the DE approximation. Further, the relative error of the DE results depends on the optical depth of water vapor. In view of the sharp variation of water vapor optical properties in the near-infrared spectrum, we examine the behavior of the relative error in the radiative properties \\'hen considered over several frequency points.
We compare the relative error expected for individual discrete frequency points in a specific interval ("off-line" calculations) with those obtained by averaging the results over a group of such points in the context of a cloud embedded .. I' ,-,' calculations) with those obtained by averaging the results over a group of such points in the context of a cloud embedded in a layer of the MLS atmosphere model (Figure lc) described in section 2. The results described below constituted a portion of the ICRCCM comparison of exact algorithms for scatteringabsorbing inhomogeneous atmospheres. Intercomparisons were made with the results obtained by investigators at NASAGoddard (Harshvardhan, personal communication, 1989 ) and excellent agreement was obtained.
The frequency interval considered is 10,500-11,000 cm -I, comprised of -100,000 frequency points. The cloud is located between 800 and 820 mbar, its optical depth is 9.7, the single-scattering albedo is 0.999718, and the asymmetry factor is 0.834. The cloud single-scattering values are assumed constant in the interval and are approximately similar to those for the ICRCCM CS cloud at the appropriate frequencies. Figure A3a depicts the absorptivity of the layer computed by the DA method in the off-line mode as a funtion of water vapor optical depth. The relative error due to the DE method is shown in Figure A3b . In the considered interval, the maximun vapor optical depth is 13, and the relative errors range from -10% to 0%.
The line-by-line results obtained from the DA method for the complete atmosphere are shown in Figure A3c with the results being averaged over every 5 cm -I. The absorption in Figure A3c is expressed as a fraction of the solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere (considered to be unity). Figure  A3d shows the relative errors due to the DE approximation; the errors are confined to between -7% and -10%. This implies that the averaging process has damped out the contributions that may be expected from large gas optical depths and has skewed the values toward the smaller end of the scale, where the off-line results suggest the largest errors. Figure A3c also demonstrates the enhancement in the absorption due to the cloud over that by the vapor throughout the frequency interval.
Note: The results discussed in the study have been archived and formatted as sums over 10 cm -I. They will be '. made available to interested users upon request.
